DINING

ETIQUETTE
01

Don’t put your elbows and bags on
the table

08

02

Hold the wine glass by the stem, not
by the bowl

09

03

Hold your menu against the table
and not to your face

04

Don’t shout to get the waiter’s attention; try to establish eye contact first

05

Don’t blow your nose at the table. Excuse yourself

10
11

06

Do not bite into bread. Break off a
piece, spread butter onto your plate
then spread onto bread

07

Do not scoop anything with your
fork. Use the tines of the fork to pick
the food
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Never ask for a doggie bag to take
away food in fine dining restaurants
Don’t answer your phone at the dinner table. Excuse yourself from the
table

If your stomach is upsetting you, excuse yourself politely. Never declare
‘I’m going to the toilet’. Say ‘Please
excuse me’ and then stand up and
leave
Do not chew on bones in public or
slurp on soup or eat loudly. Be hyper aware of the way you are eating.
If you are clumsy, be mindful of the
type of food you are ordering to mitigate spillage and splashing
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12
13
14

When eating soup, sit 2 palm lengths
from the table. Don’t lean in to eat

When wearing lipstick, discreetly
use a hand mirror to check for blotting and teeth staining

Do not ask to taste another’s food.
By all means complement it, but
that’s all

15

Do not lean or reach across the table to grab anything but ask for it to
be passed to you

16

Do not have the mindset of going to a
fine dining establishment to become
overly full with food. It is a gastronomic experience with plush ambience, not a buffet to stretch the gut
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17

Always maintain good oral hygiene.
Visit the dentist every six months.
Carry mints with you

18

Be aware of your body odour. Always
carry deodorant with you

19

Mind your alcohol intake. If you are
feeling giddy, it’s time to stop drinking
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20

21

Do not be rude and arrive too late to
events but also never too early. Time
it well. When meeting a man it’s best
to arrive a little after he does to the
event so you can make the entrance

22

Always have some emergency money on you on your night out both in
cash and your card. You never know
what may happen

When you are dancing try to be
graceful in your candour. Aim to
find yourself in environments where
more refined dance styles are appreciated. Of course, the elegant woman
isn’t always prim and proper but the
elegant woman will not be found gyrating on the dance floor

23

An elegant woman should ensure all
her friends and acquaintances have
reached home after an evening out.
So a lovely message goes a long way
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CONVERSATION
ETIQUETTE

24
25

26
27
28

Do not dominate a conversation. Listen intently. Maintain eye contact

29

Avoid taboo and sensitive topics
such as sex, politics money and ill
health

If someone has a title, use it (Viscountess, Baron, Sir ect).

If you met someone in the past, even
briefly and you see them again, you
must acknowledge them

Do not overly reveal so much about
yourself to new acquaintances. Give
them time to find out more about
you
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Maintain your mystery. Do not reveal everything about yourself in one
night. Avoid speaking about family
issues or anything that may make
you appear negative. If you do this,
you may not be invited out again!

30

Do not name drop as this is bad
manners and can make you look socially insecure. Also, don’t refer to
famous people you know personally
on a first name basis as you run the
risk of sounding arrogant

31

Don’t be overly gushy when paying
complements. Be measured yet genuine. Avoid comments such as ‘You
look so well/ slim’ as this can be construed negatively

32

Always introduce your guests. If you
forget a person’s name, ask and don’t
guess as this can cause embarrassment. Introduce married couples
individually, not as a pair. Do NOT
say ‘Pleased to meet you’. Always say
‘Hello’ or ‘How do you do?’

FABRICS
33
34
35
36

Silks, satin, wool, cashmere, linen
and cotton are all very elegant
fabrics

Avoid viscose, polyester, latex and
faux leather to maintain a polished
look

Research where you are going and
the climate of the room you will be in
as well as outside to help you determine what you are wearing

Do not wear any patterns that clash
as this can create pattern overkill. If
your style is a little quirkier, ensure
that this is represented in one way
only, i.e. a colourful shirt
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37
38
39
40

Avoid cheap fabrics altogether. If it
is ill fitting, then avoid it. You must
ensure that your clothes do not stick
to your body. Invest in high quality
fabrics

Wear fabrics that don’t wrinkle easily if you will be moving about frequently. Always iron your clothes
before wearing them

If you are wearing a light, unlined
fabric, make sure you wear an under
slip

Ensure that there are no bobbles on
your clothing and that the fabric is
not frayed in any way. Ensure hems
are intact. Use a lint roller

W
41
42

HAT TO WEAR
HAT NOT TO WEAR

Never wear anything too revealing or
vulgar
Humidity and heat will determine
how fragrance reflects on you. Some
perfumes are best for winter such
as intense ouds and light florals are
best for summer etc. Determine your
personality and what fragrances
give you joy. An oriental can be sexy
and alluring but choose wisely as an
overly heady scent can turn sour. Do
not be overloaded with scent which
can become unappealing
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43

If beginning a courtship have your
style tell a story. Perhaps your first
outfit can be a representation of
your outer shell, each date will reveal a little more of yourself ranging
from the more modest to perhaps
more glamourous to show your diversity as a style panel, your range
of dress sense and your sophisticated thought.

